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the story is kinda strange. your friend is kidnapped by aliens. you get ahold of a warhead, and you
drive the scum back to their original base. the story is kinda simple, but i like that they made it with
a lot of references to alien. the game also has a little humour in it. faster-paced than the original, the
game is now fully online. however, while there is no offline level editor, players can download maps
from planetminecraft. these maps are saved in a separate zip file and then uploaded to the server.

gameplay is now about as good as it gets. playing with a friend is very enjoyable, and the game does
a good job of streamlining the online multiplayer experience. the goal of each game is to kill the
boss, while defending your own. players can also play both single player modes. one is standard

mode, which requires you to kill the boss. the other is free play, in which players can spawn as many
scum as they like. they must defend against waves of enemies. the score is quite high, with the

music being the best part of the game. i like that it uses the original soundtrack, and i wish they had
used the pc version of the soundtrack (pc and xbox versions are quite different.) the sound effects

are ok, but not great. the game is actually quite good, but after playing it for about 3 hours, i had to
ask myself, "is this worth playing?" the game isnt particularly long or difficult, but it is repetitive and
the controls are awkward, with the default controls taking much longer to get used to than i would

have liked. the plot is fairly simple. you play as a mercenary, and must kill certain aliens and bosses
in order to get your money and get home. you'll use a variety of weapons to perform the task. the
difficulty increases as you move along in the game. on the negative side, it is very repetitive, and

the graphics are dated. also, it uses a bad engine. there are better games.
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what makes the game so
addictive is that its really easy

to get the hang of. even a
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beginner to the genre can pick
up the controls within a few

minutes of playing. the controls
are simple, but can be quite

difficult to get used to at first.
you will only need to press a

single button to fire your
weapon, and then a single
button to aim and a second

button to switch weapons. the
game will allow you to switch
between the weapons before

you fire it, so you will only need
to select the weapon you want

to use. there are also melee
weapons at your disposal, but
they are not as powerful as the
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more conventional weapons.
you are a fast paced game with

a lot of action, and it can be
hard to keep your character

alive. some of the enemies have
weapons, and some of them
have shields. if you hit them,

you will take damage and if you
hit them with a melee weapon,
you will also take damage. you
will lose a life if you take too

much damage or if you get hit
by an enemy with a weapon.
you will lose a life if the timer

runs out before the game ends.
as with any other game, the
player is expected to make
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some bad decisions in the
game. once you have made a

mistake, you have to restart the
game. you are in a race against

time, as you will lose a life
every time the game clock runs

out. if you lose all your lives
before the game ends, you will

have to wait a few minutes
before you can start the game

over again. some of the
challenges you face in the game
are quite difficult to master. it is

important to not let your
character get hit by an enemy
with a melee weapon, as that
will cause you to lose a life.
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